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   Democracy was said to be a government of the people, for the people and by the people.
Democracy was said to a way to express humanity, freedom, thinking, love and peace.
Democracy was said to be a system of government that stay very close to it people and brings
closeness, peace and equalities among the rich and the poor. Democracy was said to the best
and perfect system of government that will provide good standard of living to humanity. It was
said to be the well build form of government that makes everyone to feel at home in safety. It
was said to be a form of government that enable every citizen to contribute and benefit from the
government. In fact, it was said to be a form of government that everyone is part of the
government.

      

    

  

  

   When we think to democracy, we always think that it is a way of archiving freedom. We
always use to think to have a freedom and to live in peace. But how can we have our freedom
and also be in peace? Mean while we were been brain washed by the word called democracy.
They said to themselves that they are the fathers of democracy, the people that always stand
on foot to enable peace to go round with freedom to us. But it was a lie. They have a different
reason inside them. They have their aims and objectives. When we take a good look around us,
we will see the reason why democracy was invented right from the start. It was not invented for
the people to live good and be in peace. Democracy is what destroy us, our thinking, feelings
and the world we live.
   Democracy was the source of our blindness. It brings a deep serious blindness to us. Now
that we are blind, we can’t see anymore. We  only think that we have eyes but we are perfectly
and totally blind. We can’t see what is happening around us. We wake in pain, eat in pain, sleep
in pain, bath in pain, speak in pain and also dream in pain. Every day we are in pain, in tears
and surfer. We feel the pain, We live in pain and we see the pain but no one try to ask why. No
one try to reason and say the fact. We all know that democracy is the cause of every single
problem that is existing now in our life.  And we keep fighting to have the so called democracy.
This is why  I call it total blindness. Democracy here, democracy there, democracy then,
democracy now and democracy in future. Democracy make people to feel more superior and
powerful than other people. Democracy create positions and make people kill people.
Democracy makes us to see ourselves as good for nothing people. It makes the rich more rich
and the poor to remain poor forever. Democracy creates secrets societies. Democracy creates
more complications to humanity. It encourages more racism, tribalism and difference in religion.
Democracy make us to remain as slaves forever. When people fight against slavery, it stop for
some times and comes back with a different form called modern slavery through democracy.
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Whenever I closed my eyes to have an image of democracy, all I see is blood. Democracy is the
perfect weapon against humanity. Now we are living a life without respect, without love, without
value, without peace, without good thoughts and without the abilities to manage our lives.
Maybe we have to think of things that are more deep, things in democracy that did the
brainwashing. Why are we so blind to see? Why are we so weak to wake up? Why are we so
stupid to think? Why are we dumb to listen? Why are we so deaf to speak? Every day, we try to
fight against racism, religious crisis, tribalism and other things without thinking to fight the main
source of all those things. So, if we will not fight the source, how can we think to fight and win
forever?
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